Introduction to the Brahma-SÍtra
Part 2
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PÍrva-MÌmËÑsË and Uttara-MÌmËÑsË
This sampradËya tells us that there are two important spheres, karma and knowledge
(jÕËna). Knowledge (jÕËna) of means and ends is required to do karma. This being so, the
PÍrva-MÌmËÑsakas claim that knowledge is the cause for engaging in action (karma-pravÎttihetu) to gain things. According to them, all the chapters in the Veda convey the same thing—
dharma and adharma, karma that is to be done and not to be done. This PÍrva-MÌmËÑsË view
was systematized by Jaimini in sÍtras, which are commented upon by Éabara, KumËrila BhaÖÖa,
and PrËbhËkara.
MokÛa is important for anyone who accepts the Veda as a means of knowledge, a
vaidika. Even those who do not accept the Veda as pramËÙa, also talk about mokÛa—the
Bauddha, Jaina, and CËrvaka. Without mokÛa, there is no darÚana, thus, PÍrva MÌmËÑsË as a
philosophy also presents mokÛa.
The entire Veda is divided into a karma section and a jÕËna section. In karma, the means
and results are different (sËdhana-sËdhya-bheda) and those who perform the actions are also
different. Here choice is involved—“The one who wants heaven should perform the ritual,”
svarga-kËmaÒ yajeta.

There are varieties of karma for varieties of ends, because people and

desires are many.
Knowledge (jÕËna) has an entirely different sphere. The jÕËna in the Veda is not subject
to negation, it is beyond the other five means of knowledge, and it is useful, as we saw. This
subject matter is analyzed by Vedanta (vedËnta-mÌmËÑsË) and is kept at the end of the Veda.
The topic is Brahman, so it is also analysis of Brahman (brahma-mÌmËÑsË). The position being
later it is also called uttara-mÌmËÑsË, and it is presented by VyËsa in the form of sÍtras.
The pÍrva and uttara mÌmËÑsË are named only on the basis of the prior (pÍrva) and
latter (uttara) section of the Veda. The word VedËnta is purely positional; it does not mean ‘end
of the Veda’. Even though the knowledge unfolded in VedËnta is “gaining which everything is as
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well gained”, the word VedËnta means what is at the end of the Veda, and is not used in the
sense of the end of all knowledge. It is a separate body of knowledge, but has the status of being
included in the Veda, because it has to talk about a topic (viÛaya) that is not negatable, not
perceived or inferred, and is useful.
What is the difference between pÍrva and uttara mÌmËÑsË? Karma here is dependent
on a doer (kartÎ-apekÛa). It is not merely activity (calanËtmaka). Even though karma implies
motion/change, when you say the river flows, it doesn’t do a karma.

Being non-sentient

(acetana), there is no agency (kartÎtva). In the ÚËstra, karma means something that is able to
produce an unseen result (adÎÛÖa), puÙya and pËpa. JÕËnam is based on the object of knowledge
(vastu-tantra), whereas karma is based upon a self-conscious entity who has the choice to do or
not to do.
In the karma section, karma-kËÙ×a, all the karma talked about is dependent on a doer. It
doesn’t establish whether the doer (kartË) is a reality. Going along with the human being who has
the sense of doership and enjoyership, the ÚËstra talks about something useful (phalavat), and
good (hitam). It does not go into the nature (svarÍpa) of the doer.
VedËnta Addresses the Reality of the Doer
In VedËnta what is talked about is whether the doer is real. The Veda provisionally
accepts the doer as real. Since desires are many, there will be a propensity to transgress the order
of dharma to fulfill these desires. To stop that, the Veda says that there is such a thing as an
unseen result (adÎÛÖa phala); there is pËpa, which will result in an undesirable situation now or
later. Certain things are prescribed for the manner, time, and order in which the karmas are
performed. For example, it says, “Do this ritual at sunrise,” udite juhoti. This means that the
tendency to sleep late has to be curbed and likes and dislikes have to be given up to some extent,
making it possible to have an upper hand over them.

One gains a certain capacity for

discriminative inquiry (viveka) by doing this. It gives an inner ‘space’, and this freedom gives a
certain tranquility and composure. With viveka, which is the innate state of the mind (buddhi),
one is able to question and analyze with clarity what the purpose is of the karma that is being
done. The ÚËstra says that the one who does this will go to heaven. But it also points out that the
world (loka) that will be gained in the hereafter is time bound (anitya). Once the impermanence
(anityatva) is understood, then the question arises of whether what one is seeking is limitless
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(nitya) or time-bound (anitya). If it is anitya, one becomes an eternal seeker, since the sought is
anitya.
The statement “Everything is loved for the sake of the self,” Ëtmanas tu kËmËya sarvaÑ
priyaÑ bhavati, becomes a potent statement (vËkya). In heaven (svarga), etc., what is looked for
is a certain happiness (sukha) centered on myself. Satisfaction is always centered on ‘I’. Further,
what is free from time (nitya) cannot be created. If it is eternal, it must have been there before
creation. Only that which is uncreated can be nitya. All results of action (karma-phala) are
created, and therefore anitya. When this discrimination (viveka) comes, a certain degree of
dispassion (vairËgya) follows. Things are understood as they are, and one becomes objective.
“One must study one’s own Veda,” svËdhyËyo adhyetavyaÒ. This is a Vedic mandate.
That there is such a mandate is made known to us from the sampradËya. The study of the Veda
itself, even if interest is lacking, gives a vague knowledge (ËpËtata-jÕËnam). “The self, my dear,
is to be listened about,” Ëtma vË are ÚrotavyaÒ; “The one who knows Brahman gains the
ultimate,” brahamvid Ëpnoti param; “The one who knows the self crosses sorrow,” tarati Úokam
Ëtmavit; “This self is Brahman,” ayamËtmË brahma. All these statements are heard to produce
the vague knowledge that the self is limitless (Ënanda), real (satya), free from time (nitya).
There is an attempt on the part of the Úruti to turn the seeker towards himself, so that the object of
inquiry (vicËra-viÛaya) is oneself alone. ‘I’ becomes the subject matter of enquiry, because the
sense of limitation that I have is born of the conclusion, “I am different from everything.” This
sense of duality is what limits. There is no way of manipulating the whole world (jagat) which
one thinks is out to get one. You cannot manipulate the forces to your advantage. As long as
what limits is there, limitations will stay. What limits? Not being yourself.
Behind the seeking there is a freedom that is sought after, freedom from pain, which is
part of the experiential world. It is the cause of pain, which is the sense of limitation, which you
want to get rid of. The real aim of a human being (puruÛËrtha) is, “I have to be free from being
limited.” If that is discerned as the only puruÛËrtha, then the attempt is only to free yourself.
That is mokÛa-puruÛËrtha. The pursuit of artha and kËmË are only in the absence of the clear
understanding (niÚcaya) that the pursuit is for mokÛa. If this is understood properly, and it is
accepted that there is mokÛa, then it will be clear that limitation is not true.
What can be gained is not the subject matter of Vedanta. What ‘is’, is the topic that is
discussed.

Sentences in the karma-kËÙ×a talk about what can be gained (sËdhya-viÛaya),
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desirable and undesirable, about injunctions (vidhi) and prohibitions (niÛedha). The statement,
“The one who desires heaven should do the jyotiÛÖoma ritual,” svarga kËmaÒ jyotiÛÖomena
yajeta, talks about going to heaven through a given means (sËdhana), so there is a difference
between the means and the end (sËdhana-sËdhya-bheda) in this statement (vËkya). On the other
hand, look at this statement, “All this is Brahman; there is no multiplicity here at all,” sarvam
khalvidam brahma neha nËnËsti kiÕcana.” There is no second thing. When it talks about
Brahman, there is no end to be accomplished (sËdhya) involved.

It is a statement about

something that is already established (siddha-vastu-viÛaya-vËkya). The subject-object difference
is swallowed here by saying that everything is Brahman.
The pursuit of pramËÙa (pramËÙa-pravÎtti) is only due to limitation. The pot is different
from cloth, and so on. All pramËÙas operate in this manner alone—by distinguishing one thing
from another. All sense organs operate on this basis, revealing different colors, sounds, etc. If
you have fine hearing, it means you have a more disturbing world. To be sensitive is the
prerogative of a human being, but in its wake, sensitivity also brings in more hostility from the
world. You have to deal with more things.
The five pramËÙas are meant only for knowledge of things that are different from each
other. Their sphere of activity is different from what can save me from limitation. The sphere of
operation of Vedanta as a means of knowledge (vedËnta-pramËÙa-vyËpËra), therefore, is
different. It is useful (phalavat), because it gives freedom from a sense of limitation. “As long
one creates even a little bit of duality, then he will have fear,” udaramantaram kurute atha tasya
bhayam bhavati.” “From duality, indeed, is fear,” dvaitËd hi bhayam bhavati. The UpaniÛad
tells us that as long as there is duality, fear will remain. I can run from it, or seek something
different from it. For the latter, there is a special subject matter, Vedanta. There is also a person
who is qualified for it (adhikËri), a person who wants to be free from limitation, from seeking
(mumukÛu), who has discerned this (viveka ) and has a natural dispassion (vairËgya) for other
pursuits. It is the knowledge of the vËkyas that brings the ‘result’ (phalam) that is mokÛa.
Between knowledge of the ÚËstra (ÚËstra-jÕËnam) and the result (phala) there is a connection of
means and end (sËdhana-sËdhya-sambandha). There is also a connection between knowledge
and mokÛa.
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Necessity for Uttara- MÌmËÑsË? – PÍrva-PakÛa
Is the pursuit of the uttara-mÌmËÑsË, the analysis of sentences (vËkya) of VedËnta,
valid and necessary? Is there a subject matter? An argument is advanced that there is not.
According to the pÍrva-mÌmËÑsË, the entire (kÎtsna) Veda is already analyzed in the mÌmËÑsËÚËstra. There, dharma, artha, kËmË, and mokÛa are talked about and analyzed, and mokÛa is
regarded as freedom from death (amÎtatva), which is heaven (svarga). It has already been
discussed. Therefore, Vedanta, the uttara-mÌmËÑsË, has no puruÛËrtha. This is one reason for
not starting the uttara-mÌmËÑsË. It has no result (phalam). And it is not meant for dharma,
artha, kËmË, much less mokÛa, because they have all been covered in the pÍrva-mÌmËÑsË.
Therefore, this uttara-mÌmËÑsË is not necessary because there is no goal (puruÛËrtha abhËvËt).
There is no new unknown topic (apÍrva-viÛaya). If you are saying this is analysis of what
is embodied (ÚËrÌraka-mÌmËÑsË), then you are doing analysis of ËtmË. But ËtmË is not the
subject matter of the ÚËstra, because it is known; it is evident (prasiddha). The subject matter of
the ÚËstra should be something that is not known by the available means of knowledge
(anadhigata). There is nothing not known to me about ËtmË. It is an agent and enjoyer (kartË
bhoktË), and by karma and meditation (upËsana), it gains a certain result, which has all the
qualities of immortality (amÎtatva), being a person who is happy (sukhi).
Nor can there be a special qualified person (adhikËri) for this. According to you, ËtmË is
already free (mukta). If it is already free, then who is the qualified person (adhikËri)? If he is not
liberated, (amukta), then how will he get liberation by the words of the Veda? Therefore, only
the one who has a desire for heaven (svarga) can be qualified for any puruÛËrtha. If he has
dispassion (vairËgya), which is necessary according to you, then why should he study this?
MokÛa is to be gained through the result of karma (karma-phala) which has been explained in the
pÍrva- mÌmËÑsË.
Then we have to ask that exponent of pÍrva-mÌmËÑsË, “What about the UpaniÛads,
which talk about established things (siddha-vastu), existent facts, like “This self is Brahman,”
ayamËtmË Brahma? There should be a way of explaining them. The pÍrva-mÌmËÑsaka replies
that the entire Veda is meant for asking you to do and not to do certain things, and any statement
that does not have that meaning is useless (ËmnËyasya kriyËrthatvËd ËnËrthakyam
atadarthËnam). Therefore, these words of the UpaniÛads have no meaning.
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If they do, they

have to be connected to statements of injunction (vidhi-vËkyas) that ask you to do a given karma.
Sentences that have established or existent things (siddha-vastu-viÛaya) as their topic should be
connected to these statements of injunction.
For example, in the Veda there is a statement, “Agni cried and the tear drops became
silver.” True or not, what is the use of the sentence (vËkya)? It is something that cannot be
known in any other way (anadhigata) and is not negatable (abËdhita), but it is not useful
(phalavat), because it is not connected to an action (kriyË-para). But since the ÚËstra is saying
this, it must have connection. The ÚËstra being a pramËÙa, it cannot have useless words. This
statement is interpreted as a prohibition (pratiÛedha-vidhi), an injunction of what you should not
do. In a Vedic ritual, silver should not be given as a gift to the priest. If one does, there will be
occasion to shed tears within a year. So the statement (vËkya) is useful. In the same way, the
statements of the UpaniÛad (upaniÛad-vËkya) are also connected to statements about karma
(karma-vËkya). Their purpose is to make karma more efficacious. As you do the karma, you
should think of ËtmË as Brahman. This is to enhance the qualification of the agent of the action
(kartÎ-saÑskËra).

The utensils used in rituals gain a certain religious disposition, saÑskËra,

when purified by certain mantras.

Similarly, if you think of ËtmË as Brahman, you become

better qualified to do this karma, and therefore, gain better results. This is one argument.
Alternatively, the PÍrva-mÌmËÑsË looks upon the statements of the UpaniÛad as
injunctions for meditation.

The statement, “This self is Brahman,” ayam ËtmË brahma is

interpreted to mean that this ËtmË should be meditated upon as Brahman. That is also dependent
on an agent (kartÎ-tantra), the meditator. He should meditate upon himself as Brahman, to gain
certain qualities. These are all meditative statements (vËkya). The PÍrva mÌmËÑsaka also
accepts that as a legitimate view (pakÛa).

One view accepts it as an accessory to karma

(karmËÔga), and the other as an independent meditation (upËsana). Therefore, they maintain, in
the first section (pÍrva-bhËgha) of the Veda, karma is given, and in the latter part, upËsana.
Both are actions (kriyË). Since all forms of action (kriyË)—physical, oral and mental— are
already analyzed, there is no necessity for another ÚËstra.
The one who has a desire for mokÛa is also an agent (kartË). There is no such thing as a
self that is not an agent (akartÎ-ËtmË).

When there is no topic (viÛaya), qualified person

(adhikËri), or result (phala), there will be no connection (sambandha) either. Therefore, the
uttara-mÌmËÑsa-ÚËstra is of no use.
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Necessity for Uttara-mÌmËÑsË: Response and Established Conclusion, SiddhËnta
Now the fact that there is a topic (viÛaya), a qualified person (adhikËri), a result (mokÛa),
and a connection (sambandha) has to be established. How is mokÛa gained? Analyzing karma
according to what it can accomplish, it is of four types. By karma you can (1) produce what is not
there now (utpËdyam), (2) reach that which hasn’t been reached (Ëpyam), (3) cleanse
(saÑskËryam), i.e. certain properties gathered by an object can be removed and it can be restored
to its original condition, or (4) you can modify one form to another (vikËryam). All four of these
are time-bound (anitya).
MokÛa, should be free from time (nitya). If so, it cannot be produced, nor can it be
subject to cleansing (saÑskËra), being reached, or being modified. So the result of karma
(karma-phala) cannot be mokÛa. It has got to be something already existent. If it is existent, is it
an object like the mountains? MokÛa is not possible for what is inherently bound. I feel that am
bound. If bondage is intrinsic to myself then I have no possibility of mokÛa, because the intrinsic
nature of something cannot change. If there is a mokÛa it has to be centered on myself (ËtmaniÛÖha), not on an object. Further, it is free from time (nitya). That means I am already free
(mukta). There is no other mokÛa.
The same ÚËstra that tells you about heaven (svarga) etc. also says, “Just as the body
born of karma here disintegrates, so too, when you go to heaven the body born of puÙya-karma
disintegrates.” Even though the ÚËstra doesn’t need to give reasons, being an independent
pramËÙa, when it comes to what is real (vastu) it does give reasons, because this has to be
assimilated. Heaven (svarga) etc., cannot be mokÛa because even though all the individuals
(jÌvas) are happy there, still, there is a gradient of happiness (sukha-tËratamya). Consequently,
the happiness will not be complete, it will be stifled by comparison.
Thus, when heaven is dismissed as mokÛa, mokÛa becomes the topic. Why? Because
every individual has a conclusion, “I am other than everything else.” There is a sense of limitation
centered on oneself. The very fact that he doesn’t want to be limited shows that he is by nature
unlimited (aparicchinna). MokÛa cannot be an object. To arrive at the fact, “There is nothing
other than myself,” is mokÛa, limitlessness. This is Ëtma-niÛÖhË. The sentence , “The one who
knows Brahman gains the limitless,” brahmavid Ëpnoti param, and other such vËkyas, all talk
about mokÛa. It can only be the nature of ËtmË. Only then can it be nitya.
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Everyone is a seeker of freedom (mumukÛu). All are seeking something or the other.
The one who understands that he is seeking to be free from being a seeker is a real mumukÛu.
Being free from being a seeker is mokÛa. One has to discern that. The person who has discerned
it is a discriminating person (viveki). So we have established the qualified person, the mumukÛu
and mokÛa. What is the subject matter?
If duality is not true, then I should look at myself differently. This limited person as a
nucleus attracts different characteristics and attitudes, but continues to be the nucleus of what is
limited. My own experience says that certain things that I think I am, are disappearing. There is
this possibility of the self being entirely different. In the vision of the Úruti also, the self is
different. “Everything is dear for the sake of the self. . . The self, my dear, has to be seen,”
Ëtmanastu kËmËya sarvaÑ priyaÑ bhavati. . .ËtmË vË are dÎÛÖavyaÒ. The ÚËstra asks me to
look at myself, for “The one who knows the self crosses sorrow,” tarati Úokam Ëtmavit. ¼tmË
should be known, and it should be known as limitless (bhÍmË). “Whatever is limited, that is not
bhÍmË,” yadalpam tanna bhÍmË. ¼tmË is free from limitation, anantam.
The ÚËstra tells us that ËtmË is the limitless Brahman (param brahma), the cause of
everything (sarvasya kËraÙam), and it has a certain method of unfolding this reality. That
Brahman “you are,” tvam asi. It has a subject matter. The self, ËtmË, being evident (prasiddha)
makes it a locus to commit mistakes. It is not recognized as it is, and thus, has to be understood
for what it is (jÕeya-vastu). Then there must be pursuit of knowledge (jÕËna-pravÎtti). The
transition from being one who wants to be free (mumukÛu) to one who wants to know (jijÕËsu) is
a quantum leap. That is why the first sÍtra starts with atha and ata. This accounts for the
quantum leap. Since you are a mumukÛu you should know Brahman. MokÛa is possible because
you are already free (mukta). Seeing yourself as an agent and enjoyer (kartË bhoktË) is a
mistake. It is seeing the self as something in something that it is not, atasmin tadbuddhi—you
see what is not there. The seeming life of becoming (samsËritva) is only a superimposition. That
is why ËtmË should be understood, for which a means of knowledge (pramËÙa), which is the
ÚËstra, is necessary. Analysis of, and inquiry into the meaning of the sentences and words of the
ÚËstra are sacred. There is a commitment here. The entire ÚËstra has one consistent meaning
(eka-vËkyatË), and one topic—you. Therefore, study of the ÚËstra is the study of you. You are of
the nature of freedom (mokÛa-svarÍpa). The entire pursuit of Vedanta is for the elimination of
the cause of all that is undesirable (anartha-hetu), the removal of saÑsËra which is the removal
of the superimposition (adhyËsa-nivÎtti). This is the result (phala).
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